
5157  Concordance Study

5157 Jas 1:17 turning

 

~~~~~~

 5157.  Strong's Dictionary Study

5157. trope {trop-ay'}; from an apparently primary trepo {to
turn}; a turn ("trope"), i.e. revolution (figuratively,
variation): --turning.[ql

 

~~~~~~

 5157 -- turning.

5156   Interlinear Index Study

5156  MAR 016 008 And they went <1831 -exerchomai -> out quickly
<5035 -tachu -> ,  and fled <5343 -pheugo -> from the sepulchre
<3419 -mnemeion -> ;  for they trembled <{5156} -tromos -> and
were amazed <1611 -ekstasis -> :  neither <3762 -oudeis -> said
<2036 -epo -> they any <3762 -oudeis -> thing to any <3762 -
oudeis ->  [ man <3762 -oudeis -> ]  ;  for they were afraid
<5399 -phobeo -> .

5156  1CO 002 003 And I was with you in weakness <0769 -
astheneia -> ,  and in fear <5401 -phobos -> ,  and in much
<4183 -polus -> trembling <{5156} -tromos -> .

5156  2CO 007 015 And his inward <4698 -splagchnon -> affection
<4698 -splagchnon -> is more <4056 -perissoteros -> abundant
<4056 -perissoteros -> toward <1519 -eis -> you ,  whilst he
remembereth <0363 -anamimnesko -> the obedience <5218 -hupakoe -
> of you all <3956 -pas -> ,  how <5613 -hos -> with fear <5401 -
phobos -> and trembling <{5156} -tromos -> ye received <1209 -
dechomai -> him .

5156  EPH 006 005 Servants <1401 -doulos -> ,  be obedient <5219
-hupakouo -> to them that are  [ your ]  masters <2962 -kurios -
> according <2596 -kata -> to the flesh <4561 -sarx -> ,  with
fear <5401 -phobos -> and trembling <{5156} -tromos -> ,  in
singleness <0572 -haplotes -> of your <5216 -humon -> heart
<2588 -kardia -> ,  as unto Christ <5547 -Christos -> ;

5156  PHP 002 012 .  Wherefore <5620 -hoste -> ,  my beloved
<0027 -agapetos -> ,  as ye have always <3842 -pantote -> obeyed
<5219 -hupakouo -> ,  not as in my presence <3952 -parousia ->
only <3440 -monon -> ,  but now <3568 -nun -> much <4183 -polus -
> more <3123 -mallon -> in my absence <0666 -apousia -> ,  work
<2716 -katergazomai -> out your <1438 -heautou -> own <1438 -
heautou -> salvation <4991 -soteria -> with fear <5401 -phobos -
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> and trembling <{5156} -tromos -> .

 

~~~~~~

  trope 5157 -- turning.

* turning , 0654 , 1994 , 3346 , 5077 , 5157 ,

 

~~~~~~

   about 4762 #  Expanded Dictionary Study

  about 4762 # strepho {stref'-o}; strengthened from the base of
5157; to twist, i.e. turn quite around or reverse (literally or
figuratively): -- convert, turn (again, back again, self, self
{about}).[ql

  again 4762 # strepho {stref'-o}; strengthened from the base of
5157; to twist, i.e. turn quite around or reverse (literally or
figuratively): -- convert, turn (again, back {again}, self, self
about).[ql

  again 4762 # strepho {stref'-o}; strengthened from the base of
5157; to twist, i.e. turn quite around or reverse (literally or
figuratively): -- convert, turn ({again}, back again, self, self
about).[ql

  any 5158 # tropos {trop'-os}; from the same as 5157; a turn, i.
e. (by implication) mode or style (especially with preposition
or relative prefix as adverb, like); figuratively, deportment or
character: -- (even) as, conversation, [+ like] manner, (+ by
{any}) means, way.[ql

  as 5158 # tropos {trop'-os}; from the same as 5157; a turn, i.
e. (by implication) mode or style (especially with preposition
or relative prefix as adverb, like); figuratively, deportment or
character: -- (even) {as}, conversation, [+ like] manner, (+ by
any) means, way.[ql

  aside 1624 # ektrepo {ek-trep'-o}; from 1537 and the base of
5157; to deflect, i.e. turn away (literally or figuratively): --
avoid, turn ({aside}, out of the way).[ql

  avoid 1624 # ektrepo {ek-trep'-o}; from 1537 and the base of
5157; to deflect, i.e. turn away (literally or figuratively): --
{avoid}, turn (aside, out of the way).[ql

  away 0665 # apotrepo {ap-ot-rep'-o}; from 575 and the base of
5157; to deflect, i.e. (reflexively) avoid: -- turn {away}.[ql

  back 4762 # strepho {stref'-o}; strengthened from the base of
5157; to twist, i.e. turn quite around or reverse (literally or
figuratively): -- convert, turn (again, {back} again, self, self
about).[ql

  bring 5142 # trepho {tref'-o}; a primary verb (properly,
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threpho; but perhaps strength. from the base of 5157 through the
idea of convolution); properly, to stiffen, i.e. fatten (by
implication, to cherish [with food, etc.], pamper, rear): --
{bring} up, feed, nourish.[ql

  by 5158 # tropos {trop'-os}; from the same as 5157; a turn, i.
e. (by implication) mode or style (especially with preposition
or relative prefix as adverb, like); figuratively, deportment or
character: -- (even) as, conversation, [+ like] manner, (+ {by}
any) means, way.[ql

  conversation 5158 # tropos {trop'-os}; from the same as 5157;
a turn, i.e. (by implication) mode or style (especially with
preposition or relative prefix as adverb, like); figuratively,
deportment or character: -- (even) as, {conversation}, [+ like]
manner, (+ by any) means, way.[ql

  convert 4762 # strepho {stref'-o}; strengthened from the base
of 5157; to twist, i.e. turn quite around or reverse (literally
or figuratively): -- {convert}, turn (again, back again, self,
self about).[ql

  exhort 4389 # protrepomai {prot-rep'-om-ahee}; middle voice
from 4253 and the base of 5157; to turn forward for oneself, i.e.
 encourage: -- {exhort}.[ql

  feed 5142 # trepho {tref'-o}; a primary verb (properly,
threpho; but perhaps strength. from the base of 5157 through the
idea of convolution); properly, to stiffen, i.e. fatten (by
implication, to cherish [with food, etc.], pamper, rear): --
bring up, {feed}, nourish.[ql

  give 1788 # entrepo {en-trep'-o}; from 1722 and the base of
5157; to invert, i.e. (figuratively and reflexively) in a good
sense, to respect; or in a bad one, to confound: -- regard,
({give}) reference, shame.[ql

  give 2010 # epitrepo {ep-ee-trep'-o}; from 1909 and the base
of 5157; to turn over (transfer), i.e. allow: -- {give} leave
(liberty, license), let, permit, suffer.[ql

  jesting 2160 # eutrapelia {yoo-trap-el-ee'-ah}; from a
compound of 2095 and a derivative of the base of 5157 (meaning
well-turned, i.e. ready at repartee, jocose); witticism, i.e.
(in a vulgar sense) ribaldry: -- {jesting}.[ql

  leave 2010 # epitrepo {ep-ee-trep'-o}; from 1909 and the base
of 5157; to turn over (transfer), i.e. allow: -- give {leave}
(liberty, license), let, permit, suffer.[ql

  let 2010 # epitrepo {ep-ee-trep'-o}; from 1909 and the base of
5157; to turn over (transfer), i.e. allow: -- give leave
(liberty, license), {let}, permit, suffer.[ql

  liberty 2010 # epitrepo {ep-ee-trep'-o}; from 1909 and the
base of 5157; to turn over (transfer), i.e. allow: -- give leave
({liberty}, license), let, permit, suffer.[ql

  license 2010 # epitrepo {ep-ee-trep'-o}; from 1909 and the
base of 5157; to turn over (transfer), i.e. allow: -- give leave
(liberty, {license}), let, permit, suffer.[ql

  like 5158 # tropos {trop'-os}; from the same as 5157; a turn,
i.e. (by implication) mode or style (especially with preposition
or relative prefix as adverb, like); figuratively, deportment or
character: -- (even) as, conversation, [+ {like}] manner, (+ by
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any) means, way.[ql

  mad 4062 # peritrepo {per-ee-trep'-o}; from 4012 and the base
of 5157; to turn around, i.e. (ment.) to craze: -- + make {mad}.
[ql

  make 4062 # peritrepo {per-ee-trep'-o}; from 4012 and the base
of 5157; to turn around, i.e. (ment.) to craze: -- + {make} mad.
[ql

  manner 5158 # tropos {trop'-os}; from the same as 5157; a turn,
 i.e. (by implication) mode or style (especially with
preposition or relative prefix as adverb, like); figuratively,
deportment or character: -- (even) as, conversation, [+ like]
{manner}, (+ by any) means, way.[ql

  means 5158 # tropos {trop'-os}; from the same as 5157; a turn,
i.e. (by implication) mode or style (especially with preposition
or relative prefix as adverb, like); figuratively, deportment or
character: -- (even) as, conversation, [+ like] manner, (+ by
any) {means}, way.[ql

  nourish 5142 # trepho {tref'-o}; a primary verb (properly,
threpho; but perhaps strength. from the base of 5157 through the
idea of convolution); properly, to stiffen, i.e. fatten (by
implication, to cherish [with food, etc.], pamper, rear): --
bring up, feed, {nourish}.[ql

  of 1624 # ektrepo {ek-trep'-o}; from 1537 and the base of 5157;
 to deflect, i.e. turn away (literally or figuratively): --
avoid, turn (aside, out {of} the way).[ql

  out 1624 # ektrepo {ek-trep'-o}; from 1537 and the base of
5157; to deflect, i.e. turn away (literally or figuratively): --
avoid, turn (aside, {out} of the way).[ql

  overthrow 0396 # anatrepo {an-at-rep'-o}; from 303 and the
base of 5157; to overturn (figuratively): -- {overthrow},
subvert.[ql

  permit 2010 # epitrepo {ep-ee-trep'-o}; from 1909 and the base
of 5157; to turn over (transfer), i.e. allow: -- give leave
(liberty, license), let, {permit}, suffer.[ql

  reference 1788 # entrepo {en-trep'-o}; from 1722 and the base
of 5157; to invert, i.e. (figuratively and reflexively) in a
good sense, to respect; or in a bad one, to confound: -- regard,
(give) {reference}, shame.[ql

  regard 1788 # entrepo {en-trep'-o}; from 1722 and the base of
5157; to invert, i.e. (figuratively and reflexively) in a good
sense, to respect; or in a bad one, to confound: -- {regard},
(give) reference, shame.[ql

  self 4762 # strepho {stref'-o}; strengthened from the base of
5157; to twist, i.e. turn quite around or reverse (literally or
figuratively): -- convert, turn (again, back again, self, {self}
about).[ql

  self 4762 # strepho {stref'-o}; strengthened from the base of
5157; to twist, i.e. turn quite around or reverse (literally or
figuratively): -- convert, turn (again, back again, {self}, self
about).[ql

  shame 1788 # entrepo {en-trep'-o}; from 1722 and the base of
5157; to invert, i.e. (figuratively and reflexively) in a good
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sense, to respect; or in a bad one, to confound: -- regard,
(give) reference, {shame}.[ql

  subvert 0396 # anatrepo {an-at-rep'-o}; from 303 and the base
of 5157; to overturn (figuratively): -- overthrow, {subvert}.[ql

  suffer 2010 # epitrepo {ep-ee-trep'-o}; from 1909 and the base
of 5157; to turn over (transfer), i.e. allow: -- give leave
(liberty, license), let, permit, {suffer}.[ql

  the 1624 # ektrepo {ek-trep'-o}; from 1537 and the base of
5157; to deflect, i.e. turn away (literally or figuratively): --
avoid, turn (aside, out of {the} way).[ql

  turn 0665 # apotrepo {ap-ot-rep'-o}; from 575 and the base of
5157; to deflect, i.e. (reflexively) avoid: -- {turn} away.[ql

  turn 1624 # ektrepo {ek-trep'-o}; from 1537 and the base of
5157; to deflect, i.e. turn away (literally or figuratively): --
avoid, {turn} (aside, out of the way).[ql

  turn 4762 # strepho {stref'-o}; strengthened from the base of
5157; to twist, i.e. turn quite around or reverse (literally or
figuratively): -- convert, {turn} (again, back again, self, self
about).[ql

  turning 5157 # trope {trop-ay'}; from an apparently primary
trepo {to turn}; a turn ("trope"), i.e. revolution (figuratively,
 variation): -- {turning}.[ql

  up 5142 # trepho {tref'-o}; a primary verb (properly, threpho;
but perhaps strength. from the base of 5157 through the idea of
convolution); properly, to stiffen, i.e. fatten (by implication,
to cherish [with food, etc.], pamper, rear): -- bring {up}, feed,
 nourish.[ql

  way 1624 # ektrepo {ek-trep'-o}; from 1537 and the base of
5157; to deflect, i.e. turn away (literally or figuratively): --
avoid, turn (aside, out of the {way}).[ql

  way 5158 # tropos {trop'-os}; from the same as 5157; a turn, i.
e. (by implication) mode or style (especially with preposition
or relative prefix as adverb, like); figuratively, deportment or
character: -- (even) as, conversation, [+ like] manner, (+ by
any) means, {way}.[ql

 

~~~~~~

 5157. Cross Reference Study

5157.

5157 trope  * turning , 0654 apostrepho  , 1994 epistrepho  ,
3346 metatithemi  , 5077 tephroo  , {5157 trope } ,

 

~~~~~~
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 5157 - trope -  Jam  01:17 turning
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